This paper presents a design methodology for behaviourbased intelligent control systems, which we argue is suited to safety critical applications. The methodology has a formal basis, and uses dynamical systems theory to prove system safety properties that are expressed in terms of Lyapunov stability. We propose a new computational model for implementation of these systems, which offers a reduction in complexity due to its non-symbolic structure. Reduced complexity is attractive because it allows improved depth of failure analysis, and potentially increased system reliability.
Introduction
Despite being an active research subject for decades, intelligent control techniques are only beginning to find application in systems that demand high levels of dependability such as safety critical systems. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, intelligent control systems, based upon recent techniques from artificial intelligence or mobile robotics are difficult to validate formally using conventional approaches to system analysis and test. Secondly, researchers in artificial intelligence are often content to demonstrate intelligent control in laboratory environments only; their interest is generally in pushing the boundaries of AI, rather than transferring techniques into mainstream engineering practice.
Yet intelligent control systems offer the promise of increased levels of autonomy, adaptability or resilience to unexpected input conditions; attributes that will be increasingly required of future complex systems. The tension between the pressure to implement some of these techniques and the constraints imposed by the current lack of ability to present a rigorous safety case for their operation is growing rapidly, as shown by some recent examples:
1. Recently, reports from Japan [14] have stated that the problem of certification is one of the few remaining problems constraining the development of humanoid robots for domestic purposes.
2. Intelligent control is also taking hold in space, as space probes and planetary rovers are sent ever further from the Earth, and require increasing levels of autonomy in order to perform their missions. The technology has advanced considerably since the earliest days of robotic planetary exploration. The earliest planetary rovers were the Lunokhod robots sent to the Moon by the Soviet Union in the early 1970s. These vehicles were teleoperated, driven by remote control from Earth. Full teleoperation is just about possible over Earth-Moon distances, but becomes increasingly difficult for missions to other planets and autonomy increasingly becomes the only practical approach the further away from Earth the mission goes. The Mars Sojourner Rover mission in 1997 was the first planetary robot vehicle to employ autonomous control with some primitive collision avoidance behaviours to prevent the robot getting stuck [6] . The autonomous system was engaged after the majority of the mission was complete, to provide a comparison between human and autonomous control (and to minimise perceived risk -this was the first time out with this technology). The autonomous system ran perfectly, out-performing the human controllers who almost managed to get the robot stuck on one or two occasions. This paper is based on an ongoing thread of research at the Bristol Robotics Laboratory 1 , in dependable intelligent systems. The laboratory has a long track record of research into provably stable intelligent control [11, 17] , and this is proving to be an invaluable knowledge base for the study of how to develop intelligent robotic systems for safety-or mission-critical applications.
In this paper, we present a complementary set of technologies and design methods for the development of intelligent control systems, which is intended particularly for high integrity and/or safety critical applications. The methodology is a scheme for designing behaviour-based systems, a class of intelligent control. The particular benefit of this scheme is that it delivers systems whose internal complexity is lower than that of conventional software and hardware, or even of other intelligent control techniques. This has benefits in terms of improved reliability and integrity, and enables a more in-depth analysis of system faults and their consequences than is achievable with conventional technology.
We discuss the relative maturity of the new technology, and the steps remaining in its development before it is ready for use in real safety critical systems. We argue that, while there is significant work still to be done, the basic natural science and engineering science is maturing rapidly, and applications will be possible in the near future.
Systems Engineering
Our discussion of intelligent control also draws on general ideas of system engineering. Therefore, to provide some grounding for the discussion, we define a few basic axioms concerning systems, their construction, and their behaviour, to provide an ontological basis for our discussion. While we do not seek to argue their validity in this paper, we believe that they should be intuitively obvious to most readers with a systems engineering background. Other readers will have to accept these axioms at face value, but at least they will be able to see how the methodology has been derived. The basic axioms are:
1. Systems can be completely defined in terms of their behaviour and their mechanisms. The mechanism of a system describes the structure of its computation of its outputs as derived from its inputs. The behaviour of a system describes the changes of state of the system in response to the generation of those system outputs.
2. A mechanism can be described without reference to any external component; the description is known as its transfer function. A transfer function is a set of relations mapping a system's inputs, the physical quantities on which it acts, to its outputs, the quantities it imposes onto the outside world (its environment). The engineering process of system design is one of selecting a particular mechanism to satisfy a given behavioural requirement.
3. The description of a system's behaviour requires knowledge of both a system and its environment. The precise pattern of change of state displayed by a system is a function both of the transfer function (also known in AI circles as its action selection ) of a system and the corresponding transfer function of the environment in which it is embedded, and is an emergent property of the two. The description of a system's behaviour in a given environment is known as its dynamics. The engineering process of system specification is one of defining the behaviour required of a particular system.
4. Behaviour and mechanism are mutually coexistent -a system cannot be isolated completely from every environment, all mechanisms display some kind of behaviour, and no behaviour can be generated without some form of mechanism acting as the cause.
It is important to state the difference between behaviour and mechanism, as the distinction is central to the definition of what constitutes an intelligent control problem (as opposed to a conventional control problem). We believe that the confusion of the ideas of behaviour and mechanism has been a major hindrance to computer science in a number of its major fields.
Intelligent Control
The term 'artificial intelligence' and 'intelligent control' cover a multitude of distinct subjects, even though they are related quite closely. Therefore, to provide a basis for discussion in this paper, we need to define what is meant by the term 'intelligent' in the first place. One of the most widely accepted definitions was proposed by Newell and Simon [16] , who defined "general intelligent action" (their terminology for intelligent behaviour) as: Although the definition supplied by Newell and Simon was intended to formalise (and support) Symbolic AI, it is quite general, and broadly consistent with decision-/game-theoretic definitions [19] , and with notions of intelligence found in ethology (the study of animal behaviour) [15] .
This definition of intelligent behaviour implies several essential aspects of intelligent control:
• Intelligence is defined not by the nature of the internal mechanisms of a system, but by the external interactions between that system and its environment. An intelligent machine could just as well be driven by a Babbage machine as it could a VLSI neural net, as long as it did the right thing at the right time. Indeed, while Newell's and Simon's basic definition of intelligence has stood the test of time, their subsequent hypothesis [16] -that intelligent action can only be achieved by virtue of a physical symbol processing mechanism -has turned out not to be the case. Their hypothesis has been disproved by the construction of behaviour-based systems that display capabilities that early symbol systems could not achieve [5] ; • Intelligent control systems adapt to their environments, and not vice versa. Many engineering systems are made reliable by designing their environments rather than the systems. Doing this undermines the point of using intelligent control; if the complexity of the environment is artificially restricted, conventional control mechanisms will be able to achieve the same performance that intelligent control mechanisms could in such an environment.
• Intelligent control systems can adapt to changes in their environment and still be able to achieve their goals. It should not be assumed that environments are in any way benign, or that they remain so if perchance they happen to be at any given point in time.
These aspects should be the main distinguishing features of any application problem that requires intelligent control solutions; if they do not hold for a given problem then the cost-benefits of conventional control may outweigh those of intelligent control. Where the regulation of a system's environment is impossible (or too expensive) then consideration should be given to intelligent control techniques.
Technology Maturity and Readiness for Safety Critical Applications
For a safety critical system to enter service, its manufacturers must develop a safety case/argument, on which the readiness of the system for public use can be assessed.
Where a system uses established technology, the suitability of a safety argument can be assessed by examination of previous applications, and a comparison of the predicted performance against the historical record. This has been a powerful technique for reducing the risks associated with the use of modern technology.
However, for novel technologies that are unproven in use, a "chicken and egg" problem exists, in that the suitability of such an application cannot be assessed in the traditional manner because there is no prior experience; this can lead to considerable public uncertainty over a particular technologyconsider, for example, the early debates over "fly-by-wire" technology in large commercial aircraft.
When intelligent control begins to be applied in significant quantity in systems to which the public are exposed, we should not expect them to be treated any differently. What, therefore, do we need to know, both theoretically and empirically, about any given new technology before we can consider its application to safety critical problems?
It is not within the scope of this paper to provide a full discussion of the rationale for a mature science base for technologies, so we simply present a list of criteria for the sake of argument. We consider the following list to be the basic criteria for a scientific knowledge base for any novel technology, before its use in safety critical applications can be considered:
• A natural science of the technology. These are empirical laws that provide a basis for designing a solution to a problem. As a minimum, the natural science of a problem domain should include:
o A 'design theory', which provides templates, models, or a library of solutions as to how a problem solution should be structured. The sufficiency criterion for the design is that it permits design by deductive reasoning; for the design process to be rigorous, a system design must be deducible from a set of initial requirements, by applying the laws of the design theory logically and consistently. This is necessary if we are to have confidence that a design is a correct implementation of the requirements. o A 'constraint theory', which defines the limits within which the novel technology provides a valid solution to a problem, and allows the proposed solution to be checked formally against the specified limits. For safety critical systems, the constraints must include definitions of safety properties, behavioural properties of the system which, if satisfied, imply that the system will be safe to use on an ongoing basis.
o A 'failure mechanics' theory, which provides models of that modes in which a system built with the novel technology can fail, and what the consequences are both to system mechanisms and system behaviour. It is difficult to define a sufficiency criterion for a failure mechanics, as it remains a possibility at any given moment that a system may fail in a hitherto unknown manner. However, fault models can be hypothesized by examining a mechanism, and applying linguistic values (e.g. 'too much', 'too little', etc.) to the various parameters and quantities that are defined within its general description.
• One or more formal languages, permitting the precise definition of problems to which the technology provides a solution, and the ability to prove the satisfaction of the problem. The natural science theories of the technology must be specified in these formal languages.
• A design process for the technology, expressing the sequences of decisions necessary for the design of a system incorporating the novel technology, using the relevant formal languages, such that a solution expressed using the design theory can be checked against the constraint theory, and for which the failure mechanics can be determined. The design process description need not have the same degree of formality as the natural science, but must be sufficiently unambiguous to allow the above goals to be met.
The above criteria can be considered to form an engineering science for any given technology. This engineering science must be greater in scope that the basic natural science of a technology, for the following reason. Briefly put, Engineering is the discipline of applying scientific knowledge to the solution of human social needs, desires, and problems. Therefore, engineering science must not only encompass the basic natural science of a given technology, but must also provide theories for its application.
It should be noted that we specify the natural science of a technology to be empirical in nature. Therefore, while the content of the scientific theory can include analytical knowledge, it must include experimental data that validates any analytical theory. Traditionally, experimental programmes for new technologies have included exercises such as demonstrator programmes, field trials, use in noncritical applications within the intended domain, and so on.
It should also be noted that, for a technology to be mature in the sense we mean in this paper, the development of the underlying science does not have to be complete. We do not know all there is to know about the nature of intelligence either in biological creatures or artificial machines; however, we can still make a start on applying intelligent control to safety critical systems if the knowledge we do have available to us is sufficient, as we define above.
We believe that if the scientific knowledge for any given technology has grown to the extent that these criteria can be met, then it is reasonable to propose its use in safety critical applications. In the remainder of this paper, we review AI science under this maturity model, and provide our conclusions on the readiness of intelligent control for safety critical applications.
Behaviour-based Systems
Behaviour-based systems are one of the major technological themes in artificial intelligence. This field emerged in the mid-1980s, after the initial experiences with symbolic systems in open, unconstrained environments had largely resulted in failure. These results prompted researchers to consider new solutions to the organisation of AI systems, particularly intelligent control systems for mobile robots. The resulting ideas are now known as Behaviour-based Systems or Behaviour-based AI [13] .
The essential principle of behaviour-based systems is a new approach to the architecture of intelligent control systems, compared to the older symbolic mechanisms. The principle is illustrated in Figure 1 . Traditional symbolic AI systems have a centralised architecture, where information flows sequentially through the main functional components of the system. All the cognitive functions are provided by the central processes, which in a mobile robot tend to be involved with generating symbolic models of the world/environment and developing action plans to achieve the system's goals.
In a behaviour-based system, the architecture consists of a collection of concurrent processes, often called behaviour modules, across which cognitive functions are distributed. Rather than perform specific information processes that are part of a chain, each module performs a single specific task for the whole machine (a behaviour pattern). Sensor information is broadcast to all modules simultaneously, and where different behaviour modules seek to drive the same actuator, their command signals pass through an arbitration network to determine how the actuator is to be driven. Many variants of behaviour-based system have been developed; we use Subsumption Architecture, which will be described in detail in Section 2.3.
How Complexity is Reduced in Behaviour-Based Systems
One of the main arguments in favour of behaviour-based systems is that the architecture is fundamentally less complex than traditional symbolic systems. This is because the symbol-system theory makes an inherent complicating concept that adds an unnecessary step into the overall process of intelligent control. The argument is illustrated in Figure 2 (adapted from an illustration of Brooks [5] ). As mentioned above, the symbol system hypothesis argues that there must be a specific place or locus within the system where the cognitive processes reside, which we consider as providing the system's intelligence. In contrast, the behaviour-based system hypothesis argues that cognition is an observed property of a system, and need not necessarily have any explicit manifestation in a system. A process that merely connects perceptions directly to actions may exhibit cognitive behaviour (to some degree) in the eye of an observer, without having any internal process dedicated explicitly to deliberative reasoning about the behavioural problem. Subcognitive processes (i.e. where there is no explicit cognitive step) are often referred to as reflexive behaviours, following the notion that reflexes in humans and animals are direct connections from sensory stimulus to motor action, without any conscious process of thought).
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Cognition! Cognition is in the eye of the observer. The behaviour-based approach argues that systems can be built from distributed collections of reflexive processes, integrated together through some arbitration scheme, rather than by a single chain of deliberative processes, each of which is internally rather complex.
As Figure 2 shows, this argument can lead to a simplification of the internal design of a system, by removing the symbolic cognitive processes. This is a very interesting development from the perspective of safety critical systems, as it can potentially reduce the internal complexity of a computational system while exhibiting the same externally observable behaviour. This reduction in internal complexity has the potential to be a significant cost benefit in most system certification activities, as it reduces the effort required to assess the system's failure behaviour.
Reduced Complexity in Braitenberg Vehicles
A similar observation to that of Brooks was made I a book by Valentino Braitenberg [3] . The book is a relatively short (but remarkably clear) description of a set of thought experiments designed to show how simple the mechanisms underlying animal (or even human) behaviour patterns can be. He posits a set of "vehicles" -simple mobile machines containing some motors and sensors -and then describes a series of experiments in which the sensors are connected to motors by means of simple wire paths that either excite the motors (turn them on) or inhibit them (turn them off). The connections are analogue, i.e. the strength/weakness of the motor drive is in direct proportion to the strength of the sensory stimulus, according to the type of connection formed. By wiring sensors to motors in different patterns, he argues that vehicles can be created that to an observer display different "emotions" or "character traits". An example is shown in Figure 3 below. Coherent behaviour can be generated simply by wiring the vehicle sensors to the motors to form excitatory or inhibitory connections. Excitation/inhibition is in direct proportion to strength of sensory stimulus.
Vehicle sensors either excite ("+") or inhibit ("-") the wheel motors of the vehicle. Although this seems a trivial example, one need not combine too many of these types of connections before the apparent traits of a vehicle seem to become quite sophisticated. Figure 4 . At first sight, it may seem ridiculous to attribute actual emotions or character traits to such a simple machine, where there is no apparent cognitive processing going on to embody such a concept, and Braitenberg is quick to agree that there is no true knowledge manipulation going on. However, the essential idea is that the observer is attributing complexity to a machine that is actually rather simple. It is a natural outcome of the difficulty of analysing a system from a blackbox perspective, combined with our natural tendency to model system behaviour in intentional terms, a tendency also noted by Dennett [8] .
Consider another of Braitenberg's examples, illustrated in
Braitenberg uses this effect in the observer, which he calls "the law of uphill analysis and downhill invention", to explain why observers tend to over-complicate the mechanisms they tend to infer from observing the behaviour of a system. However, Braitenberg's observations also show designers a new scheme for reducing the complexity of their systems, by following Braitenberg's account in the reverse direction. If we (as designers) wish to build a complex system, we may not need to incorporate complex symbol-processing systems into the mechanism. We may instead be able to get away just with providing an array of simple 'wire pathways' between the sensors and actuators, and get what we want from a system without having to process expressions for desires and intentions explicitly -this is the essence of the Braitenberg Computational Model. As we shall see later, programmable logic arrays are devices that contain large arrays of separate circuit pathways, and can be configured to implement different transfer functions as desired.
Subsumption Architecture
The specific variant of behaviour-based system that we use is Colony-style Subsumption Architecture [7] . In this architecture systems are built up from behaviour modules, which encapsulate all the control activity required for the system to achieve a particular goal. A complete system comprises many behaviour modules, each satisfying separate goals, which compete with each other for control of the system actuators via an arbitration network. This network feeds module outputs to actuators in accordance with their relative priority established by a network of suppression or inhibition switches. Figure 5 , which has been adapted from Brooks' original paper [4] , illustrates the concept. Wherever possible, we represent the transfer function of a behaviour module as a motor schema -a tabular representation of the velocity field in the state space that is required for a given behaviour pattern [3] . Motor schemas are often represented graphically as an array of vector arrows, as illustrated in Figure 6 . Motor schema representations are not applicable to all the behaviour modules in Figure 5 . Nevertheless, it is our aim to represent as many of the layers as possible in this form, because the use of such a simple representation format allows us to apply the Braitenberg computational model in the underlying hardware. This is discussed further in Section 4.
A Methodology for Behaviour-based Control of Safety Critical Applications
We have developed a methodology for designing subsumption architecture systems such that we can build them to satisfy safety and liveness properties. In this section we define the rules and guidelines of the approach.
Formalisms for Subsumption Architecture Systems
The mathematical basis for our methodology is Lyapunov Stability [12] , a technique for proving that systems are stable, which is defined as being convergent on a particular state or states, which are known as equilibrium conditions. In the case of instability, trajectories are divergent from them. Lyapunov stability theory identifies three classes of system state trajectory. A trajectory that remains within some bounded region of an equilibrium condition is known as marginally stable. A trajectory that is eventually convergent on the equilibrium condition is asymptotically stable.
Otherwise it is unstable.
The classical Lyapunov stability theorems [18] are based on the identification of scalar functions called Lyapunov functions. For a system to be stable, the rate of change of the Lyapunov function along its state trajectories must always be negative. The classical first order theorems are restricted in being able to prove stability only for trajectories that are always convergent, even though the general definition of stability permits trajectories that may be divergent in part. Our methodology for designing individual behaviour modules is based on a new extension of Lyapunov stability theory, called the Second Order Lyapunov Stability Theorems. These theorems extend the classical first-order theorems by permitting positive rates of change of the Lyapunov function along some trajectories, as long as its second derivative is negative. The Second Order Theorems have two useful properties: they can prove the stability of the behaviour of a wider class of systems than is possible with the original Lyapunov Stability theorems, and they also, by virtue of a subsumption relationship that exists between the first and second order theorems, serve as a theoretical basis for describing the principles of subsumption in subsumption architecture. Asymptotically stable on hazard state -undesirable trajectory Figure 10 : Instability of Hazard States as a Safety Property.
In our methodology, we define safety and liveness properties in Lyapunov stability terms. Liveness is defined as the property that all goal conditions are stable. This will ensure that a system acts so as to achieve its required tasks in all intended operational states. Safety is defined as the property that all hazard states are unstable. This will ensure that the system always acts so as to diverge from any state previously identified (in a hazard analysis) as a hazard. A system safety case can therefore be built around proofs of liveness and safety using Lyapunov stability theory in this manner.
For a system (or a behaviour module) to be truly dependable, it must possess both safety and liveness properties. Its state trajectories should therefore simultaneously converge on goals, while avoiding hazards, as illustrated in Figure 11 . 
Design Theory -Subsumption Architecture
The methodology for integrating behaviour modules into a wider Subsumption Architecture is based on the concept of minimising the interference between modules. Higher priority modules interfere with the action of lower priority modules when they suppress their outputs. The possibility exists that the interference of the higher priority module could be so great that the lower priority module is destabilised. Therefore, behaviour modules must be organised within a Subsumption Architecture to ensure that this does not happen.
The design methodology does this by two distinct measures. First, behaviour modules are organised in such a way as to minimise the mutual interference that higher-priority modules might impose on lower-priority ones. The interference is minimised if the architecture obeys a constraint we have named the Diminishing Activity Principle: the higher the priority of a module within the system architecture, the lower its level of output activity should be. By ranking the modules in terms of their relative activity, we can minimise the mutual interference of modules. The second measure involves the use of protection modules. These are modules designed to ensure that higher priority modules do not drive the system into states that exceed the ability of the lower priority modules to control. This is done by the inclusion of a set of protection modules, whose position within the subsumption architecture is so chosen that it can override any higher priority module if such a situation occurs. The incorporation of these two measures into the structure of a system produces a standard model of subsumption architecture that we apply generically to application problems. In keeping with existing Subsumption Architecture concepts [4, 7] the model is layered, each layer forming a new global capability of the machine being controlled. Each layer consists of achievement modules that perform the tasks required for the new global capability, and protection modules, which ensure that the operating limits required for stable operation of the achievement modules are maintained.
By following the arbitration rules established in the earlier discussion on design methodology the architecture model forms two internal hierarchies, an Achievement Hierarchy and a Protection Hierarchy. The Achievement Hierarchy consists of all the behaviour modules (called achievement modules) that perform the required tasks of the system, and are organised with higher layers suppressing lower layers, according to the Diminishing Activity Principle (indicated by the activity profile graphs). The Protection Hierarchy consists of all the protection modules for the achievement modules in the other hierarchy. However, in accordance with the definition of protection modules, the arbitration network for the protection hierarchy is organised in the reverse sense to the achievement hierarchy, with lower-layer protection modules suppressing higher-layer ones. In this way, global capabilities can be added to a system without compromising the operation of lower layers through inter-module interaction. 
Design Process -Direct Lyapunov Design
We use the Second Order Lyapunov Stability Theorems as the basis for a design procedure for the motor schema of a behaviour module. Since a motor schema is a piecewise function, the procedure is a search for each piece of the motor schema, which ensures that the second order stability theorems are satisfied for goal conditions, and instability theorems satisfied for hazard conditions. Since we use the Lyapunov function directly as the basis for designing a motor schema, we have named the method Direct Lyapunov Design.
The Braitenberg Computational Model: a Novel Mechanism for Behaviour-based AI
We are investigating a new computational model for implementation of our behaviour-based systems, which allows us to get full leverage of the simplifying properties of behaviour-based control all the way through to the hardware level. We call our computational model the Braitenberg Model as it has been inspired by Braitenberg's vehicles concept.
The use of motor schema as the basic implementation of a behaviour module transfer function offers the possibility of being able to use hardware that is less complex than conventional microprocessors or finite state machines. It is possible to implement these behaviour modules as state-less functions using Programmable Array Logic (PAL/PLA) devices. The ability to implement behaviour modules using such simple circuitry enables a significant improvement in the understanding of the effects of faults on the overall behaviour of the system, making safety analysis tasks such as FMEA much more tractable than is possible for systems implemented with microprocessors.
Failure Mechanics
The failure behaviour of a system can be obtained by applying a fault model to the design of a system, by means of an FMEA. For microelectronics devices such as microprocessors, it is not practicable, in general, to consider faults in the circuits within the device itself, as the size of the analysis task would be prohibitive. However, since the PLA circuit architecture is very simple, with no interconnection between wire paths, it becomes possible to apply fault models such as the Single Stuck Fault model [1] , as illustrated in Figure 15 .
Note:
is symbolic short-hand for The consequences of a fault at any given point in the pathway can be determined, and the effects on the behaviour of the system can be discovered. This is a depth of analysis not possible with more sophisticated microelectronic devices. We plan to perform a failure analysis of a small wheeled robot that has been implemented with Braitenberg architecture hardware (see the next section).
Experiments
In previous work [9] we have performed a basic validation of the methodology and the Lyapunov Stability techniques with a flight control simulation experiment. This work also verified that the methodology is sufficient in principle for the design of behaviour-based systems for aircraft and systems of similar dynamical complexity.
We are currently developing a small wheeled robot experiment, in which the behaviour-based system will be implemented with a full Braitenberg Model hardware architecture. The circuit will consist of programmable logic arrays providing sensor input decoding and output arbitration (the arbitration network), and the behaviour modules will be programmed into a read-only memory device (Flash memory) or a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). The circuit will be entirely continuous in operation, and will contain no clock circuits or input sampling. The robot's mission will be to perform some simple photo-taxis (light-seeking) tasks, just to provide some observable behaviour. The robot will also be required to avoid certain light sources, which provides a safety requirement that the system must fulfil (move away from blue light sources). The system will be designed so that it can be proven that the robot will always seek its goal (red light) and never come closer than a pre-defined distance from hazards (blue lights). This experiment will verify the hardware architecture, and complete the basic validation of the Lyapunov stability techniques.
We draw a number of conclusions from the work we have done so far.
Maturity of Behaviour-based AI
We believe that we are close to obtaining all the scientific knowledge we need to begin applying our methodology to real safety critical problems. Recalling the list of criteria set out in Section 1.4, we have a rigorous formal language in dynamical systems theory. We have constraint theories in the Lyapunov stability theorems we have developed to define the safety properties of behaviour-based systems. If we employ hardware that follows the Braitenberg Computing Model we can get a thorough failure mechanics for the electronics, and in the Direct Lyapunov Design procedure we have a known design process that will deliver system solutions with the desired properties.
What we lack to date is a complete design theory for the system. We have developed [9] some theorems such as the Diminishing Activity Principle and the standard Subsumption Architecture model, but we lack a design theory that allows us to infer the specification of behaviour modules by derivation from the basic body plan of a robot and a description of its intended environment. We have made some attempts in the past [10] to provide a theory, but these have not achieved the full formal rigour that we would like to see for safety critical applications, and this is an important direction of future work.
The Relative Advantages of Non-symbolic AI
Non-symbolic hardware may have some advantages over conventional computers. Its contribution to reductions in complexity and increased confidence in the system has been addressed, but this may have subsequent benefits in terms of development cost as well. Furthermore, the fact that nonsymbolic hardware contains no high-frequency switching circuitry such as clocks or input sampling, its drain on power supplies should be much lower. This will improve battery life in small mobile systems such as mobile robots. Low switching speeds also result in lower noise emissions, thereby enhancing their environmental compatibility.
Future Applications of Intelligent Control
Intelligent control will best be applied in fields where embedded systems must be sent into environments that cannot be artificially constrained or modified so as to make the problem of control easier. Systems and infrastructure that are highly constrained or regulated, such as industrial processes or some railways may be more suited to conventional control system technologies. The obvious candidates for intelligent control, where the environment is unconstrained and dynamic (and even hostile) are space, underwater and military applications. However, there may be other suitable applications areas that are somewhat unexpected, such as urban or agricultural applications.
